If the reader substitutes "Laban " for "'Na'wi " and "Jacob " for "Wullu," the bearing of this text on the study of the biblical account of Jacob and Laban becomes obvious.
Laban apparently had no sons when Jacob first joins his household (Gen. 29). Laban's sons were presumably born between that time and twenty years later (Gen. 31: 41) when they are first mentioned (Gen. 31: 1). Laban agrees to give a daughter in marriage to Jacob (Gen. 29: 19). Our thesis that Laban simultaneously adopted Jacob is borne out by a remarkable similarity with the Nuzi tablet.
Laban's insistence that Jacob take no wife in addition to his daughters (Gen. 31: 50) is interesting but cannot be used as evidence because the prohibition against the bridegroom's taking another wife is quite widespread. On November 5th, 1936, we left, Qalandia, the small airport nine kilometres north of Jerusalem, at 6.30 a. m., and in half-an-hour landed at the airport in 'Amman. By the time the writer got used to the arrangements in the cockpit located behind the one in which Squadron Leader Traill sat at the controls, we were over the Jordan Valley. Below us stretched Palestine, appearing from our vantage point like the familiar relief maps we had so often gazed at,-this one, however, having been suddenly transformed into shimmering reality. A few long backward glances, and we were already half way to 'Amman, and in a few more minutes were gliding down to a landing there. We left 'Amman at 8.30 a. m., flying southwestward towards the Dead Sea. The first objective of the flight was the examination of the 'Arabah from the air. Inasmuch as it would have taken all of the flying time at our disposal, and more, to examine all of the 'Arabah, we
